
CALCULUS 

Week 1  

PRELIMINARIES 



Hypatia 
 of  

Alexandria 



http://mimoza.marmara.edu.tr/~cem/ 







The Fibonacci 
Spiral: The Golden 
Section is a ratio 
based on a phi 
 

http://jencropable.com/the-fibonacci-spiral/
http://jencropable.com/the-fibonacci-spiral/
http://jencropable.com/the-fibonacci-spiral/
http://jencropable.com/the-fibonacci-spiral/
http://jencropable.com/the-fibonacci-spiral/


CALCULUS 
Calculus (Latin, calculus, a small stone 
used for counting) is a branch of 
mathematics focused on limits, functions, 
derivatives, integrals, and infinite series. 





Math 101 

Math 102 



http://www.eksisozluk.com/show.asp?t=calculus 

4. yaz okulu nedeni 
 
12. newtonun çıkardığı belalardan bir diğeri 
 
14. eski oys matematigini beceren turk genclerinin zorlanmadan gectikleri, lise son 
matematiginin muhendis kafasina uyarlanmis seklidir calculus. uzun sure alipta bir 
turlu veremeyenlerin sayisi ne kadar coksa, o kadar sure sonunda konulari anlayip 
bunca yil niye gecemedim diye kafasini duvarlara vuranlarin sayisi da o kadar coktur. 
 
15. yalnizca zorlugundan diil, devamsizlik nedeniylede kalinabilecek ders. 
 
16. yaz okulunda alınınca isilik yapan bu ders için:"hangi notla geçersen geç,amman 
sakın arkana dönme ve kaç olum kaç" derim ben 
 
35. mühendislikteki çoğu hesaplama için gereken matematik bilgisi...  
mühendisliğin kullandığı araç denilebilir 







http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/hframe.html 









Applications 

Calculus is used in physical sciences; 

computer science, statistics, engineering, 
economics, business, medicine, 
demography, and in other fields wherever 
a problem can be mathematically 
modeled and an optimal solution is 
desired. 





PRELIMINARIES 

Real Numbers and the real line. 



Types of intervals 



Example: 

Solve the inequality and show the solution set 
on the real line 

 

 

 

Example: Quadratic Inequalities 

Solve the inequality. Express the solution sets as 
an interval or union of intervals. 

 

The solution interval is (-, -1]  [2, ) 



Lines, Circles, and Parabolas 



Common form of the 

equation of a line 

y = mx + n 



Slope  m = -4 

y = mx + n 

Applying point B 

y = -4x + 13 

 



Parallel and Perpendicular Lines 
 
• Lines that are parallel have equal angles 

of inclination, so they have the same 
slope    

m1 = m2  
 

• If two lines are perpendicular, their 
slopes satisfy 

 m1.m2 = -1 







1.A 
2.B 
3.C 
4.D 
5.E 
6.F 
7.G 
 

write an equation for each line described 



Graph the circles whose equations are 
given, each circle’s center and intercepts (if 
any) with their coordinate pairs. 

1.    A 
2.   b 



graph the two equations and find the points 
in which the graphs intersect. 





Functions and Their Graphs 











Identifying Functions; Mathematical Models 























Transcendental Functions  
These are functions that are not algebraic. 
İnclude; 
• trigonometric,  
• inverse trigonometric,  
• exponential,  
• logarithmic functions, 
• hyperbolic functions, 
•  and many other 



Mathematical Models 
 
To help us better understand our world, we often 
describe a particular phenomenon mathematically 
(by means of a function or an equation, for 
instance). Such a mathematical model is an 
idealization of the real-world phenomenon and is 
seldom a completely accurate  representation. 
Although any model has its limitations, a good one 
can provide valuable results and conclusions. 





Combining Functions; Shifting and Scaling Graphs 

Combining Functions Algebraically 
Sums, Differences, Products, and Quotients  







Shifting a Graph of a Function 



Shifting a Graph of a Function 



















Put the equation in standard form and sketch the ellipse. 







Trigonometric Functions 









sin  

cos  







Identities 
















